


Ⅰ 研究の成果 （1000字 程度）

（図表も含めて分かりやすく記入のこと）

  One of the important awls of organic 

field effect transistors (OFETs) is to achieve 

real applications such as drivers for flexible 

displays, identification tags. For these 

applications, a decisive aspect of the organic 

PET is the stability as well as electrical 

performances of device. However, the 

crucial instability is observed as a threshold 

voltage shift (ƒ¢VT) and hysterisis in OFETs 

during bias strm. It has been bottlenecked 

for the organic device application compared
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with that of inorganic devices. Also, the origin of threshold voftage shift hasn't been clearly understood 
although there are some possible causes. Thus, this research is focused on the Andy of organic device 
stability related to VT shift and hysterisis of OFETs.
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   Fig. 1 shows VT shift and bysterisis of loop 
direction for the devices based on SiO2 dielectric 
under bi-directional gate bias sweeping. The device 
instability shown as a difference of threshold 
voltage under forward and reverse gate bias sweep 
could be generated by charge trapping, mobile ions 
and polarization in the defect of insulator, interface 
or active layer itself. In order to clarify the origin of 
bias-induced threshold voltage shift, the gate 

voltage dependence of VT was inspected depend on 
different bias stressing,given in Fig. 2 (left). The 
increased magnitude of AVT further into negative 
direction responds to bias stress indicates- that A-VT 
is dominantly attributed to. hole trapping in 

pantacene film. After each gate bias stressing, an 
equal amount of charges per unit. area. is. being. 
accumulated up to AVr in localized trapping sites.

Thus, if the trapping state is located uniformly in the interface between insulator and active layer, an

increment of bias gives rise to larger 
threshold voltage shift resulting from 
the effect of dower level trapping. VT 
shift mechanism in accordance with 
applied bias stress is presented based on 
energy level diagram in Fig. 2 (right). 

  The structural order of molecule in 
organic film is deeply related to the 
electrical properties of organic devices 
which directly determines the carrier 
trapping and transport in active region. 
It is also widely recognized that the 
transport properties of crystalline 
organic films depend strongly on the 
intermolecular overlap of electronic
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wave functions within the eamiaondaotor 
layer, which is very sensitive to the 
molecular pecking in the crystal. The 
correlation of molaoile atructund order and 
device stability is also studied given in Fig. 
3. The intensity of the set of peaks 
corresponding to the thin film phase is 
reduced with increasing substrate 
temperature. This result identity one phase, 
a substrate induced thin film phase, forms 
directly onto the SiO2 substrate and 
constitutes a layer consisting Of strongly 
faceted grains. In organic semiconductor, 
carrier transport in the channel is thought to 
occur in .the .first few layers of the 
semiconductor, or perhaps the first layer, to

proximity with the dielectric layer adjacent to the gate electrode. Therefore, the intensity reduction of 
the fraction of thin film phase peaks and the variation of device stability generated by this effect 
suggests that surface. reaction is changed between Side and evaporated molecule on surface due to the 
variation of activation energy of molecule respond to substrate temperature which can lead to changed 
structural order and trapping site in near the channel regime.
  TFT characteristics largely depend on 

the surfaoe properties of gate -dielectric 
such as insulating qualities, wettability and 
the chemical reactivity of the surface. The 
hydrophobic terminal state was provided by 
the surface modification with ploymethyl 
methacrylate (PMMA) solution on SiO2 
dielectric to reduce the mismatched 
interface terminal stale between. SiO2 
dielectric (O-H: hydrophilic) and pentacene 
active layer (C-H: hydrophobic). Changed 
hysterists behavior after the each surface 
modification is illustrated on inserted C-V
characteristics in Fig 4. The remarkably reduced flatband voltage shift is observed about 0.01 V after 

PMMA surface modification. Otherwise, non-treated device has VT shift of about -2 V. X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) spectroscopy was performed on 50 ram-thick pentacme films deposited on the split 

surface condition in order to obtain insight into the differences of crystal structure of films respond to 

the changed surface. As illustrated in Fig. 4, XRD pattern shows the low crystalline characteristics for 

the film grown on non-treated insulator. Whereas drastically well ordered thin filmm phase is achieved in 

the film grown on the modified surface with PMMA solution As we already proved in Fig. 3, this 

result also supports that the correlation of molecular peaking and device stability, again. That is, the 

reduction of AVT is strongly affected by the efficient formation of the thin film phase and it may lead to 

the decrease of molecular trapping state in active layer. 

  It is also noteworthy that the presence of surface treatment layer cause significant changes in the 

subthreshold slope (SS) of the TFTs since it is strongly correlated to interface trap density of the TFTs. 

The interface trap density (Dk) was estimated for non-treated and PMMA treated devices as 6.50•~1012, 

3,48•~1012 cm-2 ev-1 with SS value of 1.44 and 0.60 V/decade Sum ID versus Vas plot given in Fig. 5 

using the subthershold current method, respectively. Therefore, this result evidently presents that the 

interface contribution for the reduction of trapping state resulting from the surface modification. 

Namely, a highly functionaliud surface plays a role to reduce interface .desert between interface and 

active layer by providing hydrophobic terminal state. Conclusively, the threshold voltage shift caused 

by hole trapping is deeply correlated to interface state as well as molecular ordering and also it can be 

reduced by reducing the mismatched interface terminal state and highly ordered film formation.






